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The best Baklava in Toronto

Fabian’s Cafe  
876 Markham Rd, Scarborough  

(416) 438-1561

1650 Dundas St E 
Mississauga

(905) 848-2590

HOMEMADE, FRESH
HEALTHY § TASTY

Pick up your FREE copy 
from  the local  

stores or read it online!

Subscribe to receive
the latest issue online. 

Visit: 
 www.ethnicfood.ca
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LA LUCE
Ristorante

Italian Fine Dining Restaurant

4377 Steeles Ave West, Toronto
(416) 661-8989

- Elegant Italian  
  restaurant with  
  excellent food,  
  friendly staff and
  great service.  
- Serving its customers 
  for more then 40 years.  
- Large variety of  
  Italian, French, Spanish  
  and other wines. 
- A fantastic place  
  for all kinds of  
  events: Weddings,  
  Corporate,  
  Product Launches,  
  Fundraisers,  
  Fashion shows,  
  Holiday Parties,  
  VIP Reception. 
- Saturday night  
  live music: Jazz,
  Blues,Folks.

Dine In - Take Out - Catering
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Euro SeaBass

Pannacotta

Pan Seared Halibut Fillet 

Fried Calamari

SOUQ brings a premium  
and authentic food,  

groceries and
 ingredients  from Eastern and   

Western Mediterranean  
countries.

Now 
OPEN

HOT TABLE  &  CATERING AVAILABLE

Fresh  
 

Halal Meat

Sheppard Ave
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2052 Sheppard Ave E , North York  
                                                                                (416) 551-4425 (Just East of 404)  

Grill · Market · Catering
SOUQ Market & Grill

Sscagliozzi (Polenta chips)
Scagliozzi (skah-lee-oh-tsee) 

are fried shapes of leftover polenta, 
found predominantly in Bari and 
Naples in the south of Italy. We now 
see scagliozzi in restaurants sold 
as ‘polenta chips’, and they may be 

made with stock, herbs or other  
f lavours. You can bake them in the 
oven and although not traditional, 
serve them with a garlic mayon-
naise as a dipping sauce on the 
side.

Per 4 servings. Preparation – 10 
min. Cooking – 40 min.  
Ingredients: 
15 g (½ oz) unsalted butter
1 tsp salt
lots of freshly ground black pepper 
180 g ( 6½ oz) instant polenta 
(cornmeal) 
sea salt f lakes
garlic mayonnaise, to serve (op-
tional)
 
Instructions: 
Bring 750 ml (25½ oz/3 cups) 
water to the boil in a medium-sized 
saucepan, then lower the heat to 
a steady simmer. Add the butter, 
salt and pepper and stir to dissolve. 
When the water returns to a sim-
mer, pour in the polenta in a slow, 
steady stream stirring the whole 
time.  
Keep stirring for 3–4 minutes until 
the polenta is thick and difficult to 
stir.   
Line a large baking tray with 

baking paper, then pour over the 
polenta and spread until it is about 
1 cm (½ in) thick. (You can cover 
the surface with more baking paper 
and f latten further with a roll-
ing pin, if needed).  
Set aside the polenta to harden for 
at least 12 hours (even a few days is 
fine). You can put the polenta slab 
in the fridge but this is only neces-
sary if you live in a warm climate.   
Preheat the oven to 210°C (410°F). 
Line a large baking tray with bak-
ing paper.  
Cut the cold polenta into 1 cm x 8 
cm (½ in x 3¼ in) batons and trans-
fer to the baking tray.  
Drizzle over a little olive oil and 
bake for about 30 minutes until 
golden.  
Start checking after 20 minutes to 
make sure they do not crisp up too 
much.  
Eat warm, scattered with sea salt 
f lakes and with garlic mayonnaise 
for dipping, if desired.

Italian Food
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Chef Esref Eti 

PASHA’s unique menu selections 
will surely differentiate  

your event and impress your audience.

Delicious food of an old city arouses  
in Toronto at Antioch Kitchen.  

We aim at presenting our food which has 
been shaped throughout history to  

the inhabitants of a unique city with 
 its diversity and harmony.  

We pull strength from our disparate  
kitchen along with our  

15 years of experience in the food business.  
We are excited to welcome those who want to 

delight themselves with distinctive palates.

COME TASTE OUR DELICIOUSLY RICH FOOD  
WITH ROOTS IN ANCIENT HISTORY!

Store Hours 
Sun. 12pm - 9pm 
Mon. 11:30am - 9pm 
Tue. 11:30am -9pm 
Wed. 11:30am - 9:00pm 
Thur. 11:30am - 9:00pm 
Fri. 11:30am - 11:00pm
Sat. 12:00pm - 11:00pm

Come for a delicious, healthy and  
home cooked Turkish meal!

1150 Sheppard Ave W,  
Toronto ON M3K 2B5 (West of Allen Rd.)

416-635-6200

Antioch Kitchen
Turkish Restaurant

CATERING
DELIVERY with
Skip the Dishes  
and DoorDash 
LIVE MUSIC

Come to enjoy our Live Music!

Grilled Pineapple
1 pineapple cut into 5-6 wedges
1 cup brown sugar
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon

Preheat the grill and lightly oil the grate. 

Whisk brown sugar and cinnamon 
together in a bowl. 
Pour sugar mixture into a large 
plastic bag. 
Place pineapple wedges in the bag and 
shake to coat each wedge. 

Grill pineapple wedges about 5 minutes 
per side.
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ORGANIC MEAT
All our meats are certified  
organic and fresh. All meet is 
from handpicked local farms. 
Our organic meats taste better 
and are very delicious
- Non-GMO 
- No antibiotics 
- No hormons 
- No artificial fertilizers.
Beef, pork, chicken, turkey, lamb.
Souvlaki, saussages, marinated 
meat 
 
Ask us where you can  
ROAST MEAT.

LARGE VARIETY   
OF CHEESES 
Perfect for your daily needs, 
parties, business events  
(catering) or a romantic dinner.

Tell us about your occasion and 
we will guide you what cheese 
to choose, how to pair it with 
wine and much more.

OTHER PRODUCTS 
We also sell other products like 
eggs, olives, olive oil, crackers 
spices, sauces, many condiments 
and other.

7509 Yonge St, Thornhill (North of Steeles), 905.731.2270
York Farmer’s Market

European Wedding Cakes  
Slab Cakes and Custom Cakes made to order 

for any occasion.  
Sweet Tables & Catering Available 

 Sandwich Platters  

350 Bering Ave., Etobicoke,  
416-232-1539, www.thesweetgallery.com K
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Italian Food

Mozzarella Fritta    (Fried mozzarella balls)
Be sure to drain the bocconcini well,  

for the perfect crumbed crust.

Per 4 servings. Preparation – 5 min. 
Cooking – 10 min.
Ingredients:
12 (or more, depending on their 
size) small bocconcini
grapeseed, peanut or sunflower oil, 
for frying
simple tomato salsa, to serve (op-
tional)
Crumb
plain (all-purpose) f lour
2eggs, lightly beaten with a splash 
of milk
homemade fresh breadcrumbs

Instructions: 
Drain the bocconcini for at least 30 
minutes, then pat dry with kitchen 
towel. Place the f lour, egg mixture 
and breadcrumbs in separate shal-
low bowls. Lightly roll a bocconcini 

in the f lour, dip in the egg, and then 
roll in the breadcrumbs. Double-
crumb the cheese by dipping in 
the egg and rolling in the bread-
crumbs a second time. The cheese 
should be completely coated with 
breadcrumbs so it does not leak out 
during cooking. Repeat with the 
remaining bocconcini. Heat 4–5 
cm (1½–2 in) oil in a heavy-based 
saucepan (or use a deep-fryer) to 
180°C (350°F). Test the temperature 
of the oil by dropping in a cube of 
bread. If it starts to turn golden in 
5 seconds, the oil is ready. Fry the 
bocconcini for 1–2 minutes, turn-
ing frequently, until golden. Drain 
on kitchen towel and allow to cool a 
little before serving. Serve on their 
own or with the simple tomato salsa 
for dipping.

Naturally Flavoured Water strawberries, sliced
orange, sliced
fresh mint 
water
Place all fruits and 
mint into a jar
Pour the water 
over top and 
refrigerate until cold. 
Serve over ice.

strawberry, sliced
slices of cucumber
basil leaves, roughly 
chopped
Ice, Water
Combine all the ingre-
dients in a a jar.
Let sit for at least 5 
minutes before 
enjoying.

1

2

Lemons – great for colon cleansing, help with bloating and gas  
Cucumber – help cool the inf lammatory response in body. 
Mint – soothes the stomach and reduces inf lammation
Watermelon – high in lycopene and antioxidants
Lime – helps with digestion and natural detoxifier
Basil – anti-inf lammatory and anti-bacterial benefits
Strawberries – high in antioxidants and boost immunity
Cantaloupe – great skin and hair benefits
Pineapple – has digestive enzymes that aid in digestion
Blueberries – high in antioxidants
Peaches – high vitamin C content is beneficial for the skin
Oranges – high in Vitamin C and helps to alkalize the body

Natural Detoxifiers

A great combination of three key 
ingredients that work together 
to eliminate toxins. Combine ½ 
cup of fresh lemon juice, 2 cut up 

a knob of fresh ginger into thin 
1-inch strips, and ½ teaspoon of sea 
salt.  
Keep the juice refrigerated.
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128 O’Connor Drive

Dine- In -  Take Out  
Catering - Delivery

416.461.5200

Grilled Lamb Chops

KOKORETSI

The best  
Greek Food you’ve ever had!

Different  
daily 
specials  
every day!

CATERING 
for your event. 
Our  
Mobile kitchen 
can serve all 
kinds of  
special 
events.

Download full menu from our wesite!

www.greekgrill.ca

* Licensed LLBO   
* Wheelchair Access 
* Free parking * Kids Menu  
* 2 section enclosed patio

   Lamb rotisserie

Кontosouvli

The most expensive mushroom in 
the world is “Himalayan Viagra”  
The price reached U$50,000 per 1 pound

The most expensive fungus in 
the world isn’t any European white 
truff le or Mattake mushroom, it is 
a dead caterpillar fungus that grows 
in the Himalayas. It is known in Ti-
betan as “yartsa gunbu” — “summer 
grass, winter worm” and to Western 
science as Cordyceps sinensis. The 
fungus is a parasite; it infects ghost 
moth caterpillars. Once infected, the 
caterpillar goes upward and lies per-
pendicular to the surface. The fun-
gus digests the inside of the larvae 
and eventually kills it. The price of 
yartsa gunbu has increased exponen-
tially in the past decade. This fun-
gus that is more valuable than gold 
is collected yearly by poor villagers. 
So what’s sparked the yartsa gunbu 
gold rush? For years it’s been re-

vered by practitioners of traditional 
Chinese and Tibetan medicine, who 
use it as an elixir or aphrodisiac; in 
recent years it’s earned the nick-
name ‘Himalayan Viagra’ which 
has only served to drive up its price. 
Experts believe its sudden popular-
ity is largely down to the increased 
disposable income of the Chinese. 
Additionally, within China, there’s 
also an important gift exchange cul-
ture known as “guanxi” exchange, 
where the exchange of rare, valued 
gifts enables the building of social 
capital.  Caterpillar fungus has be-
come an important part of this gift 
exchange economy in the past de-
cade. All attempts to grow yartsa 
gunbu commercially have failed.
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Casa Barcelona
2980 Bloor St West, Etobicoke

(416) 234-5858
www.casabarcelona.ca

SPANISH TAPAS RESTAURANT
3 Fantastic Serbian Recipes

1. Karađorđeva steak
Karađorđeva steak, or as it is also 
popularly called “a girl’s dream”, 
is a dish created by chance. There 
are a couple of ways to make the 
Karađorđeva steak. Here’s one of 
them!
Ingredients:
800 g of pork or veal fillet
80–90 g of seasoned kajmak (oily 
part of milk which rises to the top)
30 g f lour
1 egg
30 g bread crumbs
oil
salt
Instructions: 
Slice the fillet so that you get a 

sizeable steak. Pound the meat until 
it is thin and soft on both sides. 
Make one edge of the steak thinner 
so that it could stick easily one the 
meat is rolled up. Spread kajmak 
(oily part of milk which rises to the 
top. You can buy it from Eastern 
European grocery stores.) along the 
thicker edge and roll the meat into 
a cylinder shape. Coat the stuffed 
meat with f lour and remove the 
excess f lour. Then dip it into the 
beaten egg on all sides and then 
in the bread crumbs. Then roll the 
meat on a clean surface so that the 
bread crumbs stick better. Fry in 
hot oil until golden yellow.

2.  Prebranac (Serbian baked beans)
One of the favourite Serbian dishes 
is the prebranac or baked beans. 
It is popular during the whole 
year, but during the winter season 
prebranac takes the place of bean 
soups.
Ingredients:
500 g beans
3 dl oil
1 kg onion and 2 cloves of garlic
1 bay leaf
Paprika powder, ground pepper and 
salt
Instructions:
Put the beans in a pot, cover them 
with water and bring to a boil. 
Drain, pour hot water over them 
and cook until the beans become 
soft. Then drain them again. Peel an 

onion and put it to rest in cold water 
for about ten minutes. Then slice it 
into thin rounds. Heat one part of 
the oil and fry the onions until they 
turn golden. Add a bit of ground 
pepper, paprika powder and salt. 
Cover the bottom of the dish with 
oil and then place the beans evenly. 
Pour the fried onions over them. 
Then pour the beans again and the 
onions again until you run out of 
beans and onions. Always pour 
some oil on the layer of onions. 
The last layer has to be of beans. 
Put a bay leaf on top as well as two 
cloves of garlic and a dry hot pep-
per if you wish. Then pour some oil 
over that. Cook in a preheated oven 
for about half an hour.

3. Slatko (thin fruit preserve made of 
fruit or rose petals in Serbian cuisine)

The famous Serbian hospitality, 
kindness and cordiality is usually 
accompanied with a warm welcome 
that simply can’t go without home-
made plum slatko. The famous 
Serbian can be made from almost 
any kind of fruit, like wild straw-
berry, blueberry, plum and cherry. 
Traditionally, honoured guests in 
a Serbian home are greeted with a 
spoonful of slatko and a cup of wa-
ter. Slatko is used as a topping for 
ice cream, waffle shortcakes and as 
a filling in pancakes. This recipe is 
for the sweetest slatko (Serbian for 
sweet)!
Ingredients:
1 kg plums  
1 kg sugar
Lemon juice
Vanilla
Rosette leaf

Instructions: 
Plum slatko is made from slightly 
ripe plums which are peeled and put 
in lime water. To make lime water 
solution dissolve 250g of lime into 
2l of water, stir and pour 2 more 
liters of water. Leave it for the lime 
to fall on the bottom then drain the 
lime water and put plums in the wa-
ter. Leave them in this solution for 
at least 1 hour and then rinse them 
well and take out the pips. Using a 
mix of sugar and 1-2 cups of water 
make a syrup and cook it on low 
heat until the mixture reaches the 
consistency of honey. Add vanilla, 
lemon slices and a spoon of diluted 
citric acid. Cooked the prepared 
plums in this syrup for about 25 
minutes and then add the rosette 
leaves. Take off the stove, cover 
with a lean, moist cloth and once 
it has completely cooled pour the 
slatko in jars.

Jordanian food
In order to explore the vast cul-

tures of different countries around 
the world, you do not necessarily re-
quire traveling. You can experience 
the diversity and traditions clasped 
in our planet easily through food. 
Food remains a unique thing that 
teaches you an insight of a culture. 
Torontonians are blessed with a ton 
of great options to explore differ-
ent food. One of the most delicious 
is the vast and varied Jordan’s 
cuisine. In its wide repertoire of 
dishes, you’ll discover inf luences 
of North Africa, the Middle East, 
even the Mediterranean.  Etiquette 
in Jordan allows anyone offered a 
meal to refuse three times before 
finally accepting the invitation. In 
Jordan, breakfast is the first meal 
of the day, lunch is the largest, and 
dinner is the last. Breakfast is usu-
ally pita bread, oil and zaatar (a 
herb, similar in f lavour to thyme), 
plain yogurt, cheese, and jam. 
Lunch is usually the largest meal 
and often consists of rice and meat, 
whether mutton (a mature sheep), 
beef or chicken. Dinner is the last 
meal of the day and is usually eat-
en fairly late at night and consists 
sometimes of the same items eaten 
for breakfast or lunch. Mansef is 
the national dish of Jordan and is 
usually eaten on Friday (the holy 
day in Islam). The dish itself con-
sists of a layer of bread covered 
with a mixture of rice, almonds, 
and meat, usually mutton. A sauce 

made from a fermented, dried goat 
yogurt called sharab is poured 
over the meat and rice. Rashouf is 
a sharab-based soup with hum-
mus and lentils. To serve this food, 
bread is placed on a platter and the 
soup is spooned over the bread. 
Maglooba is a rice and chicken 
dish, with fried caulif lower, egg-
plant and potato. The word ‘mag-
looba’ is Arabic for f lipped. This 
meal is eaten with sides of yogurt 
and salad and is consumed with a 
spoon. Fatoosh is one of the best 
Jordanian mezze. This is usually a 
super-fresh cucumber, radish and 
tomato salad with toasted pita piec-
es. Knafeh is a sweet and decadent 
dessert of white cheese, semolina 
bits and covered in sweet syrup and 
pistachios. A little knafeh goes a 
long way! Gahwa Sooda (or Gah-
wa Arabiia) is black coffee served 
as a sign of hospitality. The coffee 
contains no sugar and tastes bitter. 
Despite this, you should drink the 
first glass and when the host comes 
over to give you another serv-
ing, simply take the cup and tilt it 
slightly from side to side to indi-
cate that you do not want another. 
Shy is Arabic for tea and is served 
at the end of every meal. It is usu-
ally served brewed with sage and 
mint, but sometimes in the winter, 
or to celebrate a newborn baby, it is 
brewed with cinnamon and topped 
with coconut.
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ABC EURO Delicatessen 
6 Lebovic Ave., Scarborough,  

(416) 495-0368
Eglinton Ave./West of  Warden Ave.

Cassone Verde     (Flat bread with greens)

Italian Food

Cassone Romagnolo dates back hun-
dreds of years, some say even to 
Roman times. Traditionally, in the 
central Italian region of Emilia Ro-

magna, a thin layer of dough made 
of f lour, pork fat, water and salt is 
rolled out, filled with field herbs, 
folded in half to form a large pocket 

and cooked in a pan. There are local 
variations related to the thickness of 
the dough and the size of the cassone 
as well as less traditional but other 

common fillings such as mozza-
rella and tomato, potato, sausage or 
pumpkin.

Per 4 servings. Preparation – 30 
min. Cooking – 10 min.
Ingredients:
Dough
500 g(1 lb 2 oz) plain (all-purpose) 
f lour 
1 tspsalt
pinch of bicarbonate soda (baking 
soda) 
200 ml(7 f l oz) full-cream (whole) 
milk 
120 ml(4 f l oz) olive oil 

Filling
2large bunches spinach or other 
greens
4spring onions, white part only, 
finely chopped
2 tbspparsley leaves, chopped 

½ tspfreshly grated nutmeg
30 g (1 oz) grated parmesan cheese

Instructions: 
To make the dough, place the f lour 
in a mound on your work surface, 
scatter over the salt and bicarbonate 
of soda, then make a small well in 
the centre of the mound. In a small 
jug, combine the milk and olive oil, 
then pour this into the well. Work 
the liquid into the f lour using your 
fingers, a little at a time, until it all 
comes together. Work the dough for 
about 5 minutes, until it is smooth 
and homogenous. Wrap in plastic 
wrap and set aside to rest for at least 
30 minutes.  Meanwhile, prepare 
the filling. Bring a large saucepan 

of salted water to the boil. Trim the 
roots and stalks from the spinach 
and discard any wilted or damaged 
leaves. Thoroughly wash the spin-
ach leaves, rinsing several times 
to remove any remaining grit and 
dirt. Plunge in the boiling water 
and return to the boil. Immediately 
drain the spinach and refresh in cold 
water. Squeeze the spinach as hard 
as you can to remove any excess 
liquid. You should have about 300 
g (10½ oz) cooked spinach. Chop 
finely, add salt and pepper, to taste, 
and set aside. Divide the dough into 
four equal-sized pieces. Roll out 
each piece to a 30 cm (12 in) circle, 
covering each circle with a clean 
tea towel while you roll out the 

rest. Divide the filling ingredients 
evenly among the f lat breads plac-
ing them on one side of the dough 
and leaving a 1 cm (½ in) edge. Fold 
the dough over to form semicircles 
and push the edges together with 
your fingers to seal.  Heat a large 
non-stick frying pan with a lid over 
medium–high heat. Place one or 
two cassoni (depending on the size 
of your pan) in the pan and reduce 
the heat to low–medium. Cover, and 
cook for 3–4 minutes on each side, 
until the dough starts to become 
golden and crisp. Repeat with the 
remaining cassoni. Cut each cas-
sone in half to serve.
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JULY 14, 2018 
NATHAN PHILIPS SQUARE  
(Toronto City Hall)

The PHILCAN MOSAIC FESTI-
VAL will take the centre stage at 
the Toronto City Hall AND show 
case the rich Filipino Culture and 
tradition. This magnificent under-
taking is through the auspices of 
the PhilCan Mosaic Incorporated 
in cooperation with IPEN (interna-

tional Professional Entertainment 
Network) headed by Edgar Sulit and 
the IPEN Family.

We have invited leading FIlipino 
designers from Toronto, Philippines 
and other parts of the world to pro-
mote the best of the best Philippine 
Couture in a glittering and glamor-
ous Fashion Gala Night to be held 
before the festival. Their creations 
will also be featured as one of the 

main attrac-
tions during 
the day of 
the festival.

Several 
Multi  
Cultural 
Groups from 
different 
Ethnici-
ties here in 
Toronto will 
also show-
case their 
rich culture, 
tradition, 
arts, music, fashion and food . This 
will further enhance Toronto's im-
age as the Multi Cultural Capital 
City of the World.

Let TORONTO be the centre stage 
to show the world the beauty of the 
Philippines and also the diverse 
cultural and traditional beauty of 
the different Multi Cultural group 
here in Toronto .

YES, WE CAN! There is Unity in 
Diversity. Let us join hand in hand 
to show the world that as Filipinos 
and Canadians, YES, WE CAN 
PROMOTE HARMONY IN  
DIVERSITY.

For more information please contact 
us at 416-889-1746  
E-mail:  
philcanmosaic@gmail.com  
Web: www.philcanmosaic.com
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Dine In 
Take out, Skip the Dishes Deliv-

ery

Since 1963 at the same location, the same perfect quality of the food  
and great service!

You will find a large fresh selection of European-style cakes and pas-
tries, handmade chocolate confections, truff les and butter cookies.  

They can be packed in gift boxes.
It is a cozy European sit-down café 

where you can enjoy a wide variety of 
homemade lunch specialties such as  

Quiche Lorraine, Crepes, Goulash soup,  
Wiener Schnitzel, etc.  

And of course to top it off,  
our spectacular desserts and  

freshly ground coffee.

876 Markham Road, Scarborough
Tel: 416.438.1561, Fax: 416.438.1819

fabian.cafe@gmail.com, www.fabianscafe.com

Fabian's Cafe

Store Hours:
Tue-Sat 9am-6pm, Sun 10am-5pm

Vienna Fine Foods 

1050 Birchmount Rd.,Scarborough
(north of Eglinton), 416-759-4481
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High quality European  
products, chocolates and 
cookies from Germany and 
Austria, smoked and fresh 
meats, cheese, homemade 
salads and fresh bread. 
While you’re here, stop by 
their Hot Food Counter to 
have a hot meal  
or simply just take it with 
you.
The HOT MEALS includes: 
Schnitzels, Soups, Ham-
burgers, Goulash, Sausages, 
Fish, Ribs, Chicken,  
Potato Pancakes.
You are always welcomed!

Daily Hot Meals Specials 


